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The following suggestion were put forth by us during the discussion on
24.O2.2016

1. Librqry Actit UCes

1.

lv.

ii.

111.

GROWBY - We suggest that the test bc conducted by minimum
2 teachers (One librarian and one school language teacher). This
will help in conducting the test in a lair m€mner.

Remedial Training - Iror effectiveness of remedia] program we
suggest that program shoukl commence from the academic year
beginning.

Library check-in orrd out records - Maintained adequately, but
we suggest to be updated by libradan so that the effectiveness
of the reader of the books can be checked when the books are
retumed by students.

Other librury actitities - We suggest formulating a program ior
the academic year depicting activities planned for each month.
This will help bring uniformity among schools and effectiveness
of the program can be measured reliably.

InDoluetnett of HM's - We suggest l-IM's of the schools be
involved in designing the program for each academic year. This
will help in completion of activates within the prescribed time.

2. Science Chfi Activities
l. Record updatinq an<l correction - Dilficult to tract the status of

the completion of the module as different experiments are
taught in different schools. And the status of the record books
are different w.r.t each student. We suggest attendance bookg
lbr each session is maintained. +-
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Aruittd Cupta expeiments - Since the experiments are shown on
tab the acceptance of the students are better. Suggest adding
more video oriented programs-

Recluce the number of rtodules - We suggest restricting the
modules to 3-4 and plan at the beginning of the academic year
on the completion of the modules and time required.

Lob Equipments - we suggest to add some lab equipments so

that the 20 str"idents can be divided into groups and given
hands on training.

3. Art progrqrn
i. Inuentory of mdteials - we suggest libradan should keep an

inventory register for all the materials supplied. This rvill avoid
purchase of excess painting materials.

ri. Reduce the number of modules - We suggest restricting the
moduies to 3 4 and plan at the beginning oI the academic year
on the completion of the modules and time required.

Restict practice drawings lru Doolis we suggest using \riaste
paper for drawing practice and not use the books provided.

4. Ge't,er.ll
i. Receipts ond. paAments accoutLt - We suggest maintaining a

receipts and payments accounts on a monthly basis.

il. Ilalf gearlg meetirrg - we suggest arranging a half yeady
meeting to check on the progress during the academic year.
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lI1. Meetirq of Libraian's - We
monthly stats meeting to align
set.

suggest librarians conduct a
their program with the schedule
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